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Abstract

Bias is a disproportionate prejudice in favor of001
one side against another. Due to the success of002
transformer-based Masked Language Models003
(MLMs) and their impact on many NLP tasks,004
a systematic evaluation of bias in these models005
is needed more than ever. While many studies006
have evaluated gender bias in English MLMs,007
only a few works have been conducted for the008
task in other languages. This paper proposes a009
multilingual approach to estimate gender bias010
in MLMs from 5 languages: Chinese, English,011
German, Portuguese, and Spanish. Unlike pre-012
vious work, our approach does not depend on013
parallel corpora coupled with English to detect014
gender bias in other languages using multilin-015
gual lexicons. Moreover, a novel model-based016
method is presented to generate sentence pairs017
for more robust analysis of gender bias, com-018
pared to the traditional lexicon-based method.019
For each language, both the lexicon-based and020
model-based methods are applied to create two021
datasets respectively, which are used to evalu-022
ate gender bias in an MLM specifically trained023
for that language using one existing and 3 new024
scoring metrics. Our results show that the pre-025
vious approach is data-sensitive and not stable026
as it does not remove contextual dependencies027
irrelevant to gender. In fact, the results often028
flip when different scoring metrics are used on029
the same dataset, suggesting that gender bias030
should be studied on a large dataset using mul-031
tiple evaluation metrics for best practice.032

1 Introduction033

With the advent of attention (Vaswani et al., 2017)034

leading to BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), large lan-035

guage models are deployed to perform important036

tasks in society (Bender et al., 2021). In turn, there037

have been many studies in the field of Natural Lan-038

guage Processing (NLP) trying to improve upon039

the existing Masked Language Models (MLMs)040

(Tan and Bansal, 2019; Clark et al., 2020). MLMs041

are used not only for predicting the masked token042

but also successfully utilized in the field of Nat- 043

ural Language Understanding. While more com- 044

plex models and bigger pre-trained data increase 045

the accuracy of downstream NLP tasks, they also 046

create room for bias. 047

There has been growing interest in detecting 048

and reducing bias in the field of NLP due to the 049

prevalence of language models in applied society 050

(Bender et al., 2021). Detecting gender disparity 051

has especially gained popularity in multiple do- 052

mains: studies ranging from finding human-like 053

bias from famous sentence encoders such as BERT 054

(Kurita et al., 2019) to providing new benchmarks 055

for evaluating gender bias in coreference resolu- 056

tion (Zhao et al., 2018a). All the previous work 057

exposed that language technologies can produce 058

undesirable bias (Blodgett et al., 2020). 059

Bolukbasi et al. (2016) uses word analogies to 060

evaluate gender bias in pre-trained static word em- 061

beddings. Studies have tried to evaluate gender 062

bias in contextualized word embeddings by pro- 063

viding word pairs that differentiate whether the 064

words contain gender information or bias (Zhao 065

et al., 2018b), or by having an occupation template 066

and inspecting if the MLMs are more likely to 067

predict the [Mask] associated with the occupation 068

as he or she (Liang et al., 2020). Recent studies 069

have come up with innovative methods for debias- 070

ing MLMs. Webster et al. (2020) debiases MLMs 071

by re-balancing the evaluation corpus and switch- 072

ing bias attribute words within the data set. Bom- 073

masani et al. (2020) uses mathematical derivation 074

to normalize sentence vectors from MLMs. Even 075

though the gender bias of English-based MLMs 076

has been looked into, gender bias in multi-lingual 077

MLMs is underexplored. 078

In this paper, we first draw out the limita- 079

tions of a previous work that evaluates the gen- 080

der bias of MLMs in multiple languages. In §3, 081

we present our enhanced methods that extract and 082

make the pairs of sentences for gender bias eval- 083
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uation. Then, we create a list of gender words084

in 5 different languages to extract sentences with085

gender words in §4. We probe why our proposed086

method is more consistent and retains more data087

from the original corpus compared to the previous088

works in §5 and §6, especially when the corpus is089

initially skewed.090

We make two primary contributions in this pa-091

per. (1) We construct Multilingual Gender Lex-092

icon (MGL), which does not depend on a paral-093

lel corpus, but can detect sentences with gendered094

words in English, German, Spanish, Portuguese,095

and Chinese. (2) We present two metrics and096

methods that only make meaningful comparisons097

in quantifying gender bias by using MGL to ex-098

tract sentences with gendered words. Our rigorous099

methodology of evaluating gender bias in multilin-100

gual MLMs will raise the standards for bias eval-101

uation in MLMs.102

2 Related Work103

Several research detected bias in language models.104

Nangia et al. (2020) presents a data set, CrowS-105

Pairs, which quantifies bias in Masked Language106

Models (MLMs). CrowS-Pairs is a collection107

of single sentences with masked attribute words108

that potentially generate social bias (e.g., She is109

a [Mask] where the mask is an occupation that110

may incur stereotypical bias). With this data set,111

Nangia et al. (2020) calculates the likelihood from112

their predictions to evaluate racial, gender, and re-113

ligious bias. Nadeem et al. (2021) measures bias114

in a similar way by masking the modified token115

(e.g., [Mask] is a nurse.) and computing the like-116

lihood from their predictions across multiple lan-117

guage models like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and118

RoBERTa (Zhuang et al., 2021). Despite the great119

work, these benchmark data can only be tested in120

English. Moreover, these benchmarks lack a clear121

definition of what is being measured, leaving room122

for ambiguity and assumptions about ’bias’ (Blod-123

gett et al., 2021).124

Expanding from the previous works, Ahn and125

Oh (2021) utilizes pairs of sentences, with the first126

sentence masking only the attribute word and the127

second sentence masking both the modified to-128

ken and the attribute word. This paper defines129

their own metric named the Categorical Bias (CB)130

score, which shows the variance of log-likelihood.131

This paper proposes that CB score can be inter-132

preted as an effect size of the attribute word. In133

addition to this novelty, Ahn and Oh (2021) an- 134

alyzes ethnic bias across 6 languages, making an 135

effort to generalize bias evaluation. All the pre- 136

viously mentioned studies are limited in that they 137

require human-written sentences with annotations 138

about the bias expressed within the sentence. This 139

manual, simplified method of creating a bias eval- 140

uation data fails to capture the natural usage of 141

the language and can even be exploited when the 142

model finds a simple loophole around the set of 143

rules (Durmus et al., 2022). Our work is distin- 144

guished in that it requires little annotation but is 145

not evaluated on a fabricated, unnatural data set. 146

Recently, studies have attempted to evaluate 147

bias in multilingual MLMs. Closest to our work, 148

Kaneko et al. (2022) analyzes eight languages 149

with a data set that requires little annotation in 150

English. Kaneko et al. (2022)’s bias evaluation 151

method requires a parallel corpus between English 152

and the target language as the data set. Using a 153

set of male and female-related words in English, 154

the study evaluates bias in the model by calcu- 155

lating a likelihood with All Unmasked Likelihood 156

with Attention weights (AULA; Kaneko and Bol- 157

legala (2022)). While Kaneko et al. (2022) quanti- 158

fies gender bias of MLMs using a parallel corpus, 159

this approach makes overarching assumptions to 160

naively extract sentences with gender information. 161

Our proposed methodology does not require a par- 162

allel corpus nor make this assumption but inspects 163

for bias in each language with our own set of male 164

and female-related words. 165

3 Bias Evaluation Methodology 166

3.1 Baseline 167

Kaneko et al. (2022) proposed a Multilingual Bias 168

Evaluation (MBE) score to evaluate gender bias 169

generated by Masked Language Models (MLMs) 170

in different languages. We adopt the MBE score 171

as our baseline score. With a parallel corpus, the 172

MBE score captures gender bias in three steps. 173

First, MBE inspects for sentences containing a 174

female or male noun in the English corpus. Here, 175

the words are collated from the list of gender 176

nouns from Bolukbasi et al. (2016) and common 177

first names from Nangia et al. (2020). MBE as- 178

sumes that a gender word is present in the trans- 179

lated sentence and extracts the corresponding sen- 180

tence in the target language. After extraction, the 181

sentences are categorized into Tf and Tm, repre- 182

senting female and male sentences. 183
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The waitress came over. 

A lot more to be said about that.

He started to eat lunch.

My father and mother went out.

.

.

The waiter came
over.

He started to eat
lunch

.

.

.

Male Female

[Mask] waiter came over.

Step 1: Extract sentences with
gender words from the corpus

Step 2: Create pairs of sentences by
replacing the corresponding gender word

Step 3: Calculate AULA score and compute the
Strict Bias Metrics with masked language models

The waitress came
over

She started to eat
lunch

.

.

.

The [Mask] came over.

The waiter [Mask] over.

The waiter came [Mask].

MLM

(0.1)

(0.07)

(0.002)

(0.01)

AULA("The waiter came over")

Figure 1: Lexicon-Based Sentence Extraction

Second, MBE calculates the All Unmasked184

Likelihood with Attention weights (AULA;185

(Kaneko and Bollegala, 2022)) for each sentence186

in Tf and Tm. With Tj being a sentence in the187

language of interest, Tj can be decomposed to188

Tj = [w0, w1, ..., w|Tj−1|] where wi denotes each189

token within the sentence. PMLM (wi | Tj ; θ)190

measures the probability of MLMs predicting191

token wi given all the tokens of Tj and the192

pre-trained parameters θ. AULA is the summation193

of the log-likelihood multiplied by the average of194

multi-head attention αi associated with wi, which195

emphasizes relatively important words within the196

sentence as shown in Equation 1.197

A(T ) :=
1

|T |

|T |∑
i=1

αi logPMLM (wi | T ; θ) (1)198

Finally, MBE exhaustively compares the AULA199

likelihood of sentences in Tf and Tm. MBE uti-200

lizes an indicator function in order to pick out201

which male sentences have higher AULA scores202

when compared to those from female sentences.203

C(Tf , Tm) measures the cosine similarity of sen-204

tence embedding for Tf and Tm. The MBE205

score shows the percentage of Tm preferred by the206

MLMs over Tf within the parallel corpus:207

∑
Tm∈Tm

∑
Tf∈Tf

C(Tm,Tf)I(A(Tm)>A(Tf))∑
Tm∈Tm

∑
Tf∈Tf

C(Tm,Tf)
(2)208

3.2 Strict Bias Metrics209

One of the limitations of the MBE scoring method210

is that the comparisons are not rigorous enough.211

When the AULA computes the likelihood of sen-212

tences, it sums up the likelihood of each token and213

calculates the score, which leaves too much free-214

dom for other tokens, unrelated to gender, to affect215

the score. This especially is problematic when the 216

AULA likelihoods are compared even when the 217

sentences are distinctively dissimilar. 218

This margin of error can be reduced in measur- 219

ing the bias of MLMs if likelihoods are only com- 220

pared on the pairs of sentences with the only dif- 221

ference being the gender word using Strict Bias 222

Metrics (SBM). Unlike MBE, SBM requires in- 223

formation about which word is the gender word 224

within the sentence. Therefore, this study cre- 225

ates a list of gender words in different languages 226

in §4.1. While the number of comparisons in the 227

AULA scores decreases, SBM only makes mean- 228

ingful comparisons by capturing the difference in 229

the likelihood incurred by the difference in gen- 230

dered words. The equation of SBM is as follows: 231

∑
(Tm,Tf )∈Tm×Tf

I(A(Tm)>A(Tf))
|Tm| (3) 232

3.3 Lexicon-based Sentence Extraction 233

SBM takes pairs of sentences with gender words 234

as the input. This study proposes two methods for 235

making pairs of sentences with the only difference 236

between the sentences being the gender words. 237

The first approach named the Lexicon-based 238

method finds the sentences with one gender word. 239

Then, it constructs another sentence with the op- 240

posite gender word replacing the original gender 241

word. For example, if the corpus contains the 242

sentence "The waitress came over", this method 243

creates a new sentence "The waiter came over" 244

as shown in Figure 1. Between these two sen- 245

tences, this method computes the SBM to com- 246

pare the likelihood of the MLMs predicting these 247

two sentences, considering the relative impor- 248

tance of gender words. The corpus in evalua- 249

tion might have a skewed number of sentences 250

toward male-gendered words or female-gendered 251
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words. To mitigate this, the Lexicon-based ap-252

proach matches the number of sentences that con-253

tains female words to the number of sentences254

with male words.255

The sentences that have more than one gender256

word are excluded because they cannot be classi-257

fied as male or female sentences with conflicting258

information. If the sentence "His answer is more259

accurate than hers" is used as both male and fe-260

male sentences, the unmasked gender word will261

provide unwanted clues for the MLMs in gener-262

ating AULA scores when either ’His’ or ’hers’ is263

masked, making the SBM score not reliable.264

3.4 Model-based Sentence Extraction265

The Model-based approach also makes pairs of266

sentences with distinctive gender words, shown267

in Figure 2. First, sentences that contain one268

gender word are extracted and simultaneously the269

gender word is masked. Similar to the Lexicon-270

based approach, only sentences with one gen-271

dered word are included. The key difference from272

Lexicon-based sentence extraction is that Model-273

based approach uses the highest-likely male or fe-274

male word predictions made by language-specific275

BERT-based models: German (Chan et al., 2020),276

Spanish (Cañete et al., 2020), Portuguese (Souza277

et al., 2020), and Chinese (Cui et al., 2020).278

Male FemaleMask

Step 2a: Mask the
gender word in extracted

sentences 

Step 2b: Create pairs of gender sentences by
using language models prediction

The [MASK] came
over.

[MASK] started to
eat lunch

.

.

.

The actor came
over.

He started to eat
lunch

.

.

.

The woman came
over

She started to eat
lunch

.

.

.

Figure 2: Model-Based Sentence Extraction

In this process, if a language model does not279

predict the [Mask] as a female or male word, this280

study excludes those sentences. If it predicts the281

[Mask] as a female word, but not as a male word,282

this work adapts the Lexicon-based method and283

uses the corresponding male pair word of the fe-284

male predicted word to create a sentence with the285

male-gendered word, and vice-versa, as shown in286

the second row of Figure 2. Optimally, MLMs287

make predictions for both male and female words,288

in which the Model-based method utilizes the both289

highest-likely male and female predictions. Fi- 290

nally, SBM is applied to the pairs of sentences 291

to quantify whether the MLMs are biased towards 292

males or females. 293

MLMs can produce a probability for words 294

within their list of vocabulary, so this study re- 295

stricts a threshold in which the likelihood is sig- 296

nificant. This study assumes that any predictions 297

made by the language models with a likelihood 298

less than 0.01 are not significant. In turn, this 299

study inspects which top k value successfully cap- 300

tures the pool of predictions that have a likelihood 301

greater than 0.01. After extracting all the sen- 302

tences that have a male or female word, predic- 303

tions are made by the MLMs. Then, appropriate k 304

is determined by looking into which pool of top k 305

predictions covers most of a male or female pre- 306

diction with its likelihood greater than 0.01 when 307

iterating k from 1 to 15. This study concludes us- 308

ing the top 10 predictions is appropriate in that the 309

model has only marginal changes in coverage rate 310

after k equals to 10, as shown in Figure 3. 311

Figure 3: Sentences with gender words within the top
10 predictions by Masked Language Models

3.5 Direct Comparison Bias Metrics 312

By utilizing AULA score, SBM shows how much 313

MLMs prefer male sentences compared to female 314

sentences. Because MLMs produce the likelihood 315

of a word when filling in the [Mask], a comparison 316

at the word level is also conducted in this study. 317

The likelihoods of a male word to a female word 318

being predicted within a sentence are compared, 319

given that at least one of the predictions, either 320

male or female, produces a significant probabil- 321

ity (greater than 0.01). Direct Comparison Bias 322

Metrics is formulated to compare the likelihoods 323

of the words from different gender sentences: 324
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∑
(Tm,Tf )∈Tm×Tf

I(P (wm;Tm)>(P (wf ;Tf ))

|Tm| (4)325

4 Data Preparation326

This paper makes the most of parallel corpus when327

creating the data for gender bias evaluation for328

multilingual language models. The corpus used329

in this study is TED corpus. This parallel corpus330

is comprised of approximately 4,000 TED talks331

that make up 427,436 English sentences within332

the corpus. The transcripts were manually trans-333

lated by certified translators in more than 100 lan-334

guages and later reviewed before being made pub-335

lic (Reimers and Gurevych, 2020). We conducted336

all our experiments on an M1 Pro Chip with a 14-337

core GPU using the transformers implementation338

(Wolf et al., 2020).339

4.1 Multi-lingual Gender Lexicon340

This work takes the list of male and female words341

in Bolukbasi et al. (2016) to produce an English342

Gender Lexicon. It is ensured that each word343

within the list has a counterpart word of the op-344

posite gender, which makes this list applicable to345

the Lexicon-based and the Model-based method.346

Unlike Kaneko et al. (2022), common first names347

from the CrowS-Pairs data set are disregarded348

in making Multilingual Gender Lexicon (MGL)349

(Nangia et al., 2020). This is due to the fact that350

when these first names are translated, they are of-351

ten transliterated meaning that the closest pronun-352

ciation is reproduced in the translated language.353

This in turn lessens the interpretability of the first354

names leading to the loss of gender information.355

The words in the English gender lexicon are356

translated into 8 languages by using three machine357

translation systems: Bing translator, DeepL trans-358

lator, and Google translator. If machine transla-359

tion systems yield different outputs, these trans-360

lations are reviewed by 3 native speakers for all361

languages. The native speakers examine if the362

translation sounds natural. When the majority of363

reviewers determine that the translation does not364

sound natural, the translation is replaced with their365

translation. Additionally, if the majority of re-366

viewers believe that the English word is translated367

into a gender-neutral word or if the translation368

has multiple meanings including a gender-neutral369

word, the translation and its counterpart are ex-370

cluded from the MGL.371

For example, the pronoun ’sie’ in German has 372

two meanings relating to pronouns: she and you 373

(honorific). Even though ’sie’ is the most widely 374

used pronoun to refer to a female, it was taken out 375

in order to leave no room for ambiguity on whether 376

’sie’ connotes gender information or not. 377

4.2 MGL validation 378

Before using MGL to extract sentences with gen- 379

der words across 8 languages, this work observes 380

if the words in MGL exist in the translated sen- 381

tences that originally contain gender words. This 382

study makes the most of parallel corpora by refer- 383

ring to the original sentence and the corresponding 384

target sentence within TED corpus. 385

11,000 English sentences are randomly sam- 386

pled from the TED corpus. Then, the sentences 387

with gender words in English are extracted. Next, 388

the extracted English sentences are mapped to the 389

target language Tg to check if the translation ex- 390

ists. Within the translated sentences Tt, we ana- 391

lyze how many sentences contain words from the 392

MGL. Table 1 shows the results from this valida- 393

tion process, including the coverage percentage of 394

MGL. 395

Language |Tt| |Tt ∩ Tg | Coverage
Percent

German 1226 1124 91.7
Japanese 1288 466 36.6
Arabic 1327 252 19.0
Spanish 1380 1125 81.5
Portuguese 1206 928 76.9
Russian 1289 583 45.2
Indonesian 671 312 46.5
Chinese 1325 997 75.2

Table 1: The total percent of sentences that contain
words from MGL across 8 different languages.

gender words from MGL do not successfully 396

cover the majority portion of the sentences in four 397

languages, even though the corresponding English 398

sentence includes gender information. In Indone- 399

sian, a lot of gender-neutral words replace what 400

used to be gender-specific words in English be- 401

cause it would sound unnatural to translate to a 402

gender-specific translation (Dwiastuti, 2019). This 403

resulted in using less than 50 percent of the En- 404

glish lexicons, resulting to a low coverage per- 405

centage. Both Russian and Arabic are morpho- 406

logically rich languages, making our MGL cover- 407
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Lang Kaneko_sub Kaneko_all Lexicon-based Model-based Total

English — 39,040 25,993 28,112 34,970
German 4,700 26,639 32,436 29,667 33,154
Spanish 7,100 37,808 76,972 96,995 114,168

Portuguese 5,700 29,975 24,608 31,670 36,072
Chinese 6,800 36,270 22,196 22,616 30,547

Table 2: The number of sentences used for different methods.

age rate low (Al-Haj and Lavie, 2010; Rozovskaya408

and Roth, 2019). Japanese is a pro-drop language409

meaning that it allows for omitting the subject of a410

sentence. This is crucial in that the subject usually411

accounts for the part of a sentence that contains412

gender words, which in turn explains the low cov-413

erage percent for Japanese.414

Previous Kaneko et al. (2022)’s method de-415

pends on a sweeping assumption that the gen-416

der information from an English sentence with a417

gender word is retained in the corresponding sen-418

tence in other languages, even if gender-specific419

words do not exist in the translated sentence. This420

assumption does not hold for languages that are421

mentioned above unless the sentence contains a422

very gender-specific context. For example, if the423

Japanese translation omitted the subject of the sen-424

tence, it becomes extremely difficult to classify425

the [Omitted Subject] as female or male (e.g.,426

[Omitted Subject] is a student). Therefore, this427

study only uses the MGL on languages that have428

relatively high coverage: German, Spanish, Por-429

tuguese, and Chinese.430

4.3 Sentence pair generation431

This paper utilizes MGL in English, German,432

Spanish, Portuguese, and Chinese to make two433

different data sets with an equal number of male434

and female sentences. Table 2 shows the num-435

ber of sentences used in evaluating gender bias for436

MLMs in different languages.437

Even though this paper utilizes the same MGL438

in extracting sentences with only one gender word439

from the same corpus, the number of sentences440

used for the Model-based approach is different441

compared to the Lexicon-based approach. The442

loss of sentences in the Lexicon-based approach443

occurs when matching the number of sentences444

with male and female-gender words.445

Data truncation occurs in the Model-based ap-446

proach when MLMs do not predict the masked447

part as either a male or a female-gender word. Ta-448

ble 3 reveals the percentage of sentences that had449

both female and male, just one, or zero predictions 450

across the five languages. 451

Lang Comparisons None One-sided Both

English 28,112 19.6% 16.6% 63.8%
German 29,667 10.5% 58.8% 30.7%
Spanish 96,995 15.0% 33.1% 51.9%

Portuguese 31,670 12.2% 44.8% 43.0%
Chinese 22,616 26.0% 14.9% 59.1%

Table 3: Distribution of gender word prediction by
Masked Language Models in Model-based Approach.

Some languages like German have gendered ar- 452

ticles, adjectives, demonstrative, possessive, and 453

attributive pronouns. When these components are 454

related to the gender word within MGL, they need 455

to be altered as well to ensure grammatical sound- 456

ness when extracting the sentence pairs. Of all 457

extracted gender indicative sentences in German 458

using the Lexicon-based approach (§3.3), 19.85% 459

of these sentences contained articles, adjectives, 460

or specific pronouns that are related to the gen- 461

der nouns. This study thus changed those relevant 462

words with the corresponding gendered word. For 463

example, if ’Mann’ was the gender word in ’ein 464

guter Mann,’ it was adjusted to ’eine gute Frau.’ 465

5 Experiments 466

5.1 MBE on the Entire Corpus 467

When replicating his work, we notice that Kaneko 468

et al. (2022) only makes use of about one-fourth 469

of the sentences within the TED corpus as seen 470

in Table 2. This study compares the MBE score 471

presented in Kaneko et al. (2022)’s work to the 472

MBE score computed on the entire corpus for En- 473

glish, German, Spanish, Portuguese, and Chinese 474

Masked Language Models (MLMs). From Table 475

4, the second column is the MBE score from the 476

sub-sample of sentences presented in Kaneko et al. 477

(2022)’s work, and the third column is the MBE 478

score on the entire TED corpus using the same 479

extraction method and metrics. Surprisingly, the 480

MBE score evaluated on the entire corpus show 481
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Lang Kaneko_sub Kaneko_all Lexicon-based Model-based Direct Male / Female

English — 52.07(±1.34) 50.39(±0.28) 45.49 75.18 62.83 / 37.17
German 54.69 45.78(±1.72) 52.31(±0.64) 55.43 44.72 48.92 / 51.08
Spanish 51.44 48.52(±1.04) 41.68(±0.76) 50.74 72.34 66.29 / 33.71

Portuguese 53.07 46.70(±0.81) 51.77(±0.44) 61.04 73.36 65.89 / 34.11
Chinese 52.86 46.67(±0.55) 46.42(±0.68) 53.15 89.62 63.67 / 36.33

Table 4: Left: Comparison of MBE scores evaluated between the sub-sampled sentences and the sentences ex-
tracted over the entire corpus (confidence level at 99%). Middle: Lexicon-based (confidence level at 99%), Model-
based, and Direct Comparison Bias Metrics score. Right: Distribution of male and female sentences from the
original corpus.

contradictory results compared to the MBE score482

from sub-sampled sentences.483

5.2 Lexicon-based and Model-based SBM484

This study evaluates the gender bias of MLMs485

with the sentence created by the Lexicon-based486

approach. Table 2 indicates the number of sen-487

tences used for detecting gender bias when us-488

ing Lexicon-based and Model-based sentence ex-489

traction. From Table 4, the scores obtained490

from Lexicon-based Strict Bias Metrics (SBM) are491

greater than 0.5 for English, German, and Por-492

tuguese, showing that these MLMs are biased to-493

ward males. In contrast, Chinese and Spanish494

MLMs show bias towards females.495

The Model-based SBM represents the gender496

bias score when evaluated on sentences created by497

language models. The English language model498

shows bias towards females, whereas the rest of499

the language models in German, Spanish, Por-500

tuguese, and Chinese show bias toward males.501

5.3 Direct Comparison Bias Metrics Score502

This section looks into the gender bias score eval-503

uated on the word level by using Direct Com-504

parison Bias Metrics (DCBM). In doing so, this505

study uses sentences extracted from Model-based506

sentence extraction that have at least a one-sided507

prediction. Therefore, the number of sentences508

used in computing Direct Comparison Bias Met-509

rics (DCBM) is the same as the number used for510

obtaining Model-based SBM.511

The scores from DCBM are much more extreme512

compared to MBE and SBM. All the scores fol-513

low the distribution of male and female sentences514

from the original corpus. This implies that us-515

ing DCBM in a heavily gender-skewed data set516

to quantify the gender bias of the MLMs can lead517

to a faulty result. DCBM is thus more suitable518

for quantifying the bias of the evaluation corpus,519

rather than the bias of MLMs.520

6 Analysis 521

6.1 Performance Analysis 522

Kaneko et al. (2022)’s scores, when compared to 523

the results on the entire corpus, contradict each 524

other. This is due to the fact that only a sub- 525

sample of the entire corpus is utilized in the eval- 526

uation. Because the sentences are randomly re- 527

moved in the process of evening out the number of 528

male and female sentences for MBE and Lexicon- 529

based approach, MBE score and Lexicon-based 530

SBM are not consistent. It is noteworthy that the 531

standard deviation of SBM scores obtained from 532

the Lexicon-based method after running the ex- 533

periments five times is smaller than that of MBE 534

scores for all languages except for Chinese. How- 535

ever, when the bias scores are close to the thresh- 536

old, this inconsistency from the randomness of the 537

data set can incur contradicting results. 538

Unlike MBE or Lexicon-based approach, the 539

Model-based approach does not even out the num- 540

ber of male and female sentences. The model- 541

based approach does not require equating the num- 542

ber of male and female sentences due to the as- 543

sumption that masking the gendered words effec- 544

tively decorrelates gender information within the 545

sentence. This assumption holds because all the 546

sentences that were extracted only have one gen- 547

der word. Ultimately, Table 5 reaffirms that the 548

Model-based approach will retain most of the sen- 549

tences in all languages except German. 550

Lang MBE Lexicon-based Model-based

English 31.98% 25.67% 19.60%
German 35.35% 2.17% 10.51%
Spanish 31.99% 32.58% 15.04%

Portuguese 30.90% 31.78% 12.20%
Chinese 32.13% 27.34% 25.96%

Table 5: Percentage of data truncation for MBE,
Lexicon-based, and Model-based approach.
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Given that the Model-based approach is con-551

sistent and least prone to truncation, some might552

question, "Why adapt the Lexicon-based approach553

at all within the Model-based approach?" If the554

evaluation corpus size becomes larger, the num-555

ber of sentences with both male and female pre-556

dictions indeed becomes large enough.557

However, the downside of only utilizing the558

Model-based approach, meaning only using the559

sentences that have both male and female predic-560

tions within the top 10 predictions, is that predic-561

tions made by the Model-based approach are less562

diverse. Figure 4 shows that the numbers of vocab-563

ulary used from MGL, across all five languages in564

evaluation, are greater in sentences extracted with565

the Lexicon-based approach compared to the sen-566

tences extracted with the Model-based approach.567

The numbers of unique words used to fill the568

[Mask] do not exceed 50% for all the languages569

except for Chinese. The Chinese MLM is pe-570

culiar in that it fills the [MASK] of over 18,000571

sentences with only 10 male nouns and 6 female572

nouns. By incorporating the diverse set of vocab-573

ulary from one-sided prediction when implement-574

ing the Model-based method, the SBM quantifies575

MLMs’ preference even on sentences that they are576

not inclined to generate.577
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Figure 4: Number of gender words used for Lexicon-
based and Model-based sentence extraction

6.2 Discussion578

In constructing MGL, this work depended on ma-579

chine translators and cross-validation from 3 na-580

tive speakers. MGL can be improved upon by us-581

ing a word alignment tool on a verified parallel582

corpus which will in turn allow the Lexicon-based583

and Model-based approaches to be expanded to584

other languages. Additionally, morphological585

analysis is essential for languages that have gram-586

matically gendered words not just in nouns, but587

also in articles, adjectives, and verbs. 588

With this MGL of English, German, Spanish, 589

Portuguese, and Chinese, future works can be con- 590

ducted to evaluate gender bias in a plethora of 591

MLMs not explored in this paper. In addition, fu- 592

ture work is not dependent on using a parallel cor- 593

pus and therefore can evaluate gender bias in any 594

corpus. Rather than measuring the gender bias of 595

MLMs with translations from parallel corpus, uti- 596

lizing a corpus with that specific language can lead 597

to more interesting results. We also defer the work 598

of testing the limit of BERT-based language mod- 599

els to probe if increasing the length of the sentence 600

length leads to different gender bias scores for the 601

same language models. 602

7 Conclusion 603

We present rigorous methods of evaluating gender 604

bias in English, German, Spanish, Portuguese, and 605

Chinese Masked Language Models. With the three 606

newly presented methods, a comparative analysis 607

of the results is conducted to conclude that the 608

Model-based approach is the most generalizable 609

and consistent method. Despite the great achieve- 610

ments, our work is only limited to 5 languages. 611

We want to further our methods to explore gender 612

bias in more language models and use evaluation 613

corpora that are not a parallel corpus. 614

Bias evaluation is an untapped field with many 615

new studies coming up with new methodologies 616

and metrics to quantify bias. While there is no 617

consensus on how to detect, evaluate, and mitigate 618

bias, we believe that a collective effort to investi- 619

gate bias in NLP from diverse perspectives is im- 620

perative for this line of research. The bias eval- 621

uation system should not be biased, and the best 622

way to ensure this is to tackle bias evaluation in a 623

multi-faceted way. All our resources including the 624

MGL and source codes for evaluation are available 625

through our open-source project 1. 626
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